Assignment 6

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2019-09-11, 23:59 IST.

Choose correct statement(s)

1) The draft constant depends upon
   - draft
   - silver linear density
   - draft change pinion
   - none of the above

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: none of the above

2) The % change in production when silver bank is change from 0.12 to 0.19
   - increase by 16.6 %
   - decrease by 19.9 %
   - increase by 16.6 %
   - increase by 19.9 %

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: increase by 19.9 %

3) The delivery rate of draw-frame for processing combed cotton
   - equals to carded cotton
   - more than carded cotton
   - less than carded cotton

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: less than carded cotton

4) Draw-frame blending is used
   - when blend partners differ too much in characteristics
   - for improving blend homogeneity
   - for maintaining blend proportion
   - for increasing blended silver regularity

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: when blend partners differ too much in characteristics
   for maintaining blend proportion

5) Delivery speed is reduced while processing
   - crimp fibre
   - long fibres
   - coarse fibres
   - static prone fibre

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: crimp fibre
   long fibres
   static prone fibre